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1 PB / sec

< 10 GB / sec

Typically split into Hardware and Software Filters
( this might change too )

40 million particle interactions / second

~3000 multi-core nodes

~30.000 applications to supervise

Critical system, sustained failure means data loss

Can it be improved for Run 4?

Study 2017, Mattia Cadeddu, Giuseppe Avolio

Kubernetes 1.5.x

A new evaluation phase to be tried this year

ATLAS Event Filter



First results… 100 node cluster

40 sec to start 500 applications on 100 nodes

Container launch rate 12Hz

Not particularly promising ...

Issues Found

QPS defaults were very conservative

Tested x1, x2, x3, x4 values

QPS x4 gives 57Hz: > 330 % improvement

Does Kubernetes prefer larger clusters ?



How to efficiently distribute experiment software?

CernVM-FS (cvmfs): a read-only, hierarchical filesystem 

In production for several years, battle tested, solved problem
 
Now with containers? Can they carry all required software?

> 200 sites in our computing grid

~400 000 concurrent jobs

Frequent software releases

100s of GBs



Docker Images of ~10GB+

Poorly Layered, Frequently Updated

Clusters of 100s of nodes

Can we have file level granularity? And caches?

CERN EP-SFT

Jakob Blomer, Nikola Hardi
Simone Mosciatti 

Docker Graph Driver



What about multiple container runtimes?

containerd, cri-o, kata containers, …

Where do we plug this logic?

Proposal: unpacked layer support in containerd

https://github.com/containerd/containerd/issues/2943

( IBM, Google, Docker, Alibaba, ... ) 

https://github.com/containerd/containerd/issues/2943


Simulation is one of our major computing workloads

x100 soon as described early

Deep Learning for Fast Simulation

Can we easily distribute to reduce training time?

Sofia Vallecorsa, CERN OpenLab

Konstantinos Samaras-Tsakiris

https://www.hnscicloud.eu/


$ # Master + workers
$ docker run --network=host -P \
  -e PATH="/usr/local/nvidia/bin:/usr/local/cuda/bin:/usr/sbin:/usr/bin:/sbin:/bin" \
  -e LD_LIBRARY_PATH="/usr/local/nvidia/lib:/usr/local/nvidia/lib64" \
  -e LIBRARY_PATH="/usr/local/cuda/lib64/stubs" \
  -e CUDA_VERSION="9.0.176" -e CUDA_PKG_VERSION="9-0=9.0.176-1" \
  -e NVIDIA_VISIBLE_DEVICES="all" -e NVIDIA_DRIVER_CAPABILITIES="compute,utility" \
  -e NVIDIA_REQUIRE_CUDA="cuda>=9.0" \
  -v "/usr/local/nvidia:/usr/local/nvidia:ro" \
  --device "/dev/nvidia0" --device "/dev/nvidiactl" \
  --device "/dev/nvidia-uvm" \
  kosamara/ecal/svalleco \
  "./master.sh" "2"

$ docker run ... \
  gitlab-registry.cern.ch/kosamara/ecal/svalleco \
  "./worker.sh"

Round 1: Docker only

+ MPI hostfile (hardcoded IPs)
+ SSH keys
+ Rebuild for every code change Per VM...



apiVersion: batch/v1
kind: Job
... 

image: kosamara/ecal/svalleco
command: ["./master.sh", “${num_replicas}”]
resources:
  limits:
    nvidia.com/gpu: 1

... 

apiVersion: apps/v1
kind: Deployment
... 
  replicas: ${num_replicas}
...

image: kosamara/ecal/svalleco
command: ["./worker.sh"]
resources:
  limits:
    nvidia.com/gpu: 1

... 

Round 2: Kubernetes

+ MPI hostfile (hardcoded IPs)
+ SSH keys
+ Rebuild for every code change

master worker



Round 3: Kubeflow

$ cat train-mpi_3dGAN.yaml

apiVersion: kubeflow.org/v1alpha1
kind: MPIJob
metadata:
  name: train-mpijob
spec:
  backoffLimit: 6
  replicas: ${num_replicas}
  template:
    spec:
      hostNetwork: true
      containers:
      - image: kosamara/ecal/mpijob
        name: train-mpijob
        resources:
          limits:
            nvidia.com/gpu: 1

  command:
  - bash
  - -c
  - >
    mpirun -tag-output
    -x LD_LIBRARY_PATH -x PATH
    python3 MPIGDriver.py train.ls test.ls
    --tf --epochs 16
    --easgd --worker-opt rmsprop
  volumeMounts:
  - mountPath: /model
    name: model-data
volumes:
- name: model-data
  persistentVolumeClaim:
    claimName: model-pvc

no master/worker
just replicas

+ MPI hostfile (hardcoded IPs)
+ SSH keys
+ Rebuild for every code change



ATLAS Production System

Running a Grid site is not trivial

We have > 200 of them

Multiple components for Storage and Compute

Lots of history in the software

Fernando Barreiro Megino

Fahui-Lin, Mandy Yang

ATLAS Distributed Computing

Can a Kubernetes endpoint be a Grid site?



1st attempt to ramp up. K8s 
master running on Medium VM

Master killed 
(OOM) on Saturday

Test Cluster with 2000 cores

Good: Initial results show error rates as any other site

Improvements: defaults on the scheduler causing inefficiencies

Pack
vs

Spread

Affinity

Predicates, Weights

Custom Scheduler?



Sched

Negotiator

Collector

Host

StartD
...

StartD
...

StartD
...

kubefed init fed --host-cluster-context=condor-host ...

kubefed  join --context fed tsystems \
       --host-cluster-context condor-host --cluster-context tsystems

Federation v1 - May 2018

Shall we play Cloud Bingo?

kind: DaemonSet
...
  hostNetwork: true
  containers:
    - name: condor-startd
      image: .../cloud/condor-startd
      command: ["/usr/sbin/condor_startd", "-f"]
      securityContext:
        privileged: true
      livenessProbe:
            exec:
              command:
              - condor_who



SIG Multi-Cluster Federation v2
Replica Scheduling, Cluster Weights, Placement Policies



SIG Multi-Cluster Federation v2
Replica Scheduling, Cluster Weights, Placement Policies

apiVersion: scheduling.federation.k8s.io/v1alpha1

kind: ReplicaSchedulingPreference

metadata:

  name: jupyterhub

  namespace: hub

spec:

  targetKind: FederatedDeployment

  totalReplicas: 9

  clusters:

    CERN:

      minReplicas: 2

      maxReplicas: 6

      weight: 100

    Exoscale:

      minReplicas: 0

      maxReplicas: 3

      weight: 20

“ Fill up CERN before using Cloud X “

“ Prefer Cloud X for GPU workloads “

“ Send TPU workloads to Google Cloud “



New Theory 1

New Theory 2

New Theory 3

Calculating how new particles would show up in 
LHC data

RECAST: preserve computation with containers

Reuse often to test many candidate theories

Lukas Heinrich, CERN & NYU

REANA, Tibor Simko & Diego Rodriguez



Common use for infrastructure data analysis

Spark Operator brings feature parity with YARN 

Production next week

Prasant Kothuri

Piotr Mrowczynski

CERN DB Team



Can we make it all consistent?



Kubernetes as a Service

Build on top of what’s there, integrate where needed

Virtual Machines, Baremetal, GPUs, ...

Storage Identity MonitoringCompute

openstack coe cluster create --cluster-template kubernetes --node-count 100 mycluster



$ openstack coe cluster create \
   --name rocha01 --cluster-template kubernetes-1.15.3-1 --node-count 10

$ openstack coe cluster list
+------+-----------+------------+--------------+-----------------+
| uuid | name      | node_count | master_count | status          |
+------+-----------+------------+--------------+-----------------+
| .... | rocha01   | 10         | 1            | CREATE_COMPLETE |
+------+-----------+------------+--------------+-----------------+

$ openstack coe cluster config rocha01
$ export KUBECONFIG=`pwd`/config

$ kubectl get pod



Where are we now?



Auto Scaling
Already possible to ‘fill holes’ in any cluster with compute workloads

Boinc LHC@Home Simulation Workloads

Cluster Auto Scaler ( off by default for now, enabled with a flag )

Cluster Healing as a bonus



Working on Dissemination
“ Containers are great, i even wrote my own orchestrator “

“ Tried it, but it couldn’t do X so i gave up “

Hands-on Training Sessions

Container Office Hours, every 3rd Friday of the month



Current Challenges

Currently supporting 3 different engines: Traefik, Nginx, HAProxy

Different use cases (the simple, ssl passthrough, header based redirection, .)

Best way to do cluster upgrades still not sorted out

Building best practices on usage of Helm and similar 


